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Jenn has been writing,
editing & tweaking words
all her life – from days as
third grade class storyteller,
& poet to undergraduate work
in the liberal arts. She helped with her
college newspaper, worked briefly as a copy desk
clerk at Sports Illustrated & went onto an almost
15-year career in the world of brand marketing &
communications. She has a knack for catching
transpositions or misspellings (although she’s never
claimed to be a grammarian, & is much more a
creative writer than a technical writer).  Jenn is an
urban farmer – her specialties include heirloom
tomatoes, greens, herbs & a multitude of weeds. She
is also a perennial garden enthusiast, mixed media
artist & yogi. As life is both beautiful & devastating,
she aspires to cultivate a life of simplicity, focused
on good health, good works & #lovelovelove. She
shares this attempt at a balanced life with her
partner Eric & their sweet doggie-daughter Ruby.
 

Meet our Editorial
Assistant
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 In my search to financially grow Elements For A Healthier Life Magazine, I
found a statement that, well, didn't really surprise me. It said that most
digital (online) magazines fail three to four issues after they launch due to a
lack of content, advertisers, and I'm going to add: a lack of emotional/
mental support.
 

I’ve gotten  plenty of free advice: “quit being silly, and go get a real job”, “you need to
market using xxx”, “you should charge people to xxx”, “it would be in your best interest
to hire me to do xxx”, “give free samples”, “never give free samples”, “you need a five
year plan”, and, as you'd expect, I could go on for hours. I'm certain the majority of new
entrepreneurs have heard similar remarks.
 
I’ve gotten lots of  questions: “how are you going to pay your mortgage”, “have you
thought about doing xxx”, “who's going to invest in your idea”, “why haven't you gotten
a job yet”, and I digress.
 
I am one who trusts in what's next. As a part of my process, I share with the contributing
writers my intentions for each issue, and so far, the project has had a mind of its own.  As
I assemble July's pages, it appears the hidden treasure is follow your heart. Patricia
Young shares pearls of wisdom of self-love, and Reba Linker writes about tuning into
our hearts. Kat Tozier listened to her intuition in healing her body with yoga, and
Natasha Botkin shares with us the unique heart connection between sisters. Rachel
Kieffer offers ways to eat healthily while vacationing and the importance of following
our hearts over the desires of our stomachs.
 
I'm following my heart. And as I do, I am astounded by how quickly I'm moving through
the phases I wrote out when I began the publishing adventure. I sailed through phase
one - start a noteworthy magazine. When I asked Jenn to be the Editorial Assistant, I
accomplished phase two. Phase three is to hire an advertising sales representative. I'm
happy to report I am in the beginning stages of a conversation with such an individual.
(She would be perfect for the position).
 
It is so easy to doubt yourself. Am I doing this right? Is it foolish of me to lose hours
working on this; am I just wasting time? I highly recommend finding a group of like-
minded individuals with various experiences for emotional and mental support. It has to
be mutual; you have to support them unconditionally as well. There's a line we're all
familiar with, “You want what you can't have.” You will not get the support you need
from those who do not understand “the why's” of what you're doing. “Why are you
spending all this time on something you're not making any money on?” “Why are you
investing all of your time in this?” “Why do you think you'll succeed when most new
businesses fail?” Thank the individual for their care and concern, and know they mean
well. They truly do care for your well being. It is self-loving to refrain from telling the
naysayers of your plans, hopes, and dreams. It could save your business.
 
The one person to have faith in, ask support from, and truly rely on is the one you face in
the mirror every day. Look into the eyes of this precious soul before you, and repeat
after me, “Baby, you got this!”
 



Photograph by C.K.Kochis



Natasha Botkin, Master Teacher & Energy Intuitive Healer and #1
International Best Selling Author and creator of Reclaiming Your
Power, Empower Your Words and Heart Meditative Writing. Gifted with
the divine wisdom of guiding one transforming heart and soul with
passion, creative play and healing energies. Natasha works closely with
Youth & Adults using the elements from a multi-dimensional healing
of energies releasing patterns and blocks by helping one to shine their
light and empower them. http://magicalblessingshealingcenter.com
 
 
Kate Clarke is a Holistic Health Coach and primary school teacher.  She
helps women bridge the gap between the things they think they should
be doing, to what they really want to be doing to feel good in their
bodies and empowered in their health. She shares easy & affordable
recipes & health tips and works one on one in-person and via skype.
Explore the services Kate offers at www.facebook.com/
empoweredhealthcoaching
 
 
Rachel Kieffer is a Certified Nutrition and Health Coach living in New
York with her family. She has worked with thousands of clients to
transform their health and lives through her private consultation
programs, workshops, women’s groups and writing. “I believe that
every woman has a birth right to be deeply in love with herself and
create a magnificent life that she loves. And that includes a joyous
relationship with food, radiant health, and being completely pleased
with how she looks.” www.HealthNutGirl.com
 

Meet
Our
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Join bestselling author, TV host, and life coach Reba Linker on the path
of self-love. Reba’s books include bestselling journal, Imagine Self-
Love, The Little Book of Manifesting Big, and Follow the Yarn. Find her
free gift and learn more at www.RebaLinker.com. Get a free coaching
as a guest on Reba’s new online TV show at http://rebalinker.com/tv-
show/guest-application. You are invited to join Reba’s FB group https://
www.facebook.com/groups/leadersinselflove/
 
 
Taunia May is a Holistic Health and Lifestyle Coach. She is an IIN
graduate, pilates and barre instructor, yogi, and foodie. She is
passionate about helping women to achieve confidence in their journey
to overall health and wellness.  She resides in Rockford, Illinois, with
her boyfriend, and their 2 cats where she enjoys the outdoors in all
the changing seasons. Learn more about the services Taunia offers at
tauniamay.com.
 
 
Lorraine Monique “Lore” Raymond founded Women as Visionaries,
the magazine Women as Visionaries with Lore Raymond, and the Divine
Dialogue Writing System. A Peruvian shaman bestowed her with the
title of chacaruna - bridge person - challenging her to help connect
people to their authentic power and messages. She serves as a heart-
centered visionary, spiritual tour guide, and transformational author.
Leading Vision Quests is a passion. Lore calls St. Petersburg, FL her
heart-home space.   Explore more at www.LoreRaymond.com
 
 
Kat Tozier  writes open and honest personal stories of pain and trauma –
and hope and healing – for women. She is a Jill of many trades, most
recently in the virtual world helping women design and launch lifework
that nourishes them and their clients. Her life and her work serve the
higher purpose of being a voice in the world to eliminate violence
against women and to mitigate the effects of trauma in their lives. 
www.kathleentozier.com
 
 
Patricia Young  is a Purpose, Business & Money Coach, and Founder of
Inner Prosperity Academy. Her specialty is helping people reconnect
with their Life Purpose and personal passion into a Heart-Centered
Business they love, so they can go from “Working for a Paycheck” to
“Working for a Mission”. Patricia is an international best-selling author,
a speaker, a frequent contributor to Aspire Magazine and VP of the
Holistic Chamber of Commerce in Fort Lauderdale, Florida East. www.
InnerProsperityAcademy.com
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Is it Time to
Barbecue Some
Sacred Cows of
Social Media?

Part 2

By Lorraine Monique “Lore” Raymond
While you might think that

happiness is barbecue, friends
and a backyard, it might also
be time to turn up the heat on
some sacred cows-- they can
make for tasty BBQ! What are
some of the ‘sacred cows’ of
social media? Should they be
challenged by a non-
grillmaster like me? I’m no
social media expert but like
many, seek to grow my
business. (On occasion, I have
been called a ‘Top Chef’ by
friends and family.) So, I’m
rounding up three more sacred
cows I’ve found lounging
around,

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

unchallenged in the fields of
social media. I’m taking them
to the barn to see if they’re
fact or fiction-- or both. You
will ultimately decide the truth
for yourself, and which ones to
barbecue or not.

Put on your apron, grab a
soda, beer, or glass of wine,
and let’s start grilling! Here, in
Part two, the intention is to
consider three, new BBQ Rules
for your business. They
include: Marinate with Care;
Cook Low and Slow and; Eat
with Your Fingers.

 
Sacred Cow #6: Social media
is an effective marinade to
enhance business.

How many hours do you
invest daily, weekly, and
monthly in social media?

 If you don’t know the
answer, start keeping a

 social media log.
 Time is money.

 Every post, blog,
 or tweet could

 be adding to the
 marinade of 

distraction—or
 it could be

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
enhancing your brand’s unique
flavor. Before long if not
checked, the marinade could
overwhelm the original flavor
it was designed to enhance—
your brand. You’ll be posting,
tweeting or blogging but
perhaps not prospering!

Marinate with care.
 

Sacred Cow #7: Social media
engagement guarantees
business success.

Evanne Schmarder wrote in a
blog post titled Social Media is
Littered with Business
Carcasses, “Social media
marketing--on Facebook and
elsewhere-- is not a ‘set it and
forget it’ tool. It takes
commitment, tenacity, time,
and strategy to identify the
best platforms for your
business…”

A barbecue grill master will
advise you that for the tastiest,
lip-smackin’, grease-running-
down-your-chin results,
everything must be cooked 
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low and slow. Translation:
Business success, like
barbecue, cannot be rushed.
Take the time to plan your
social media strategies. Then
turn them over and over,
testing to see what’s working
and not working…change the
position, even your postings.
Just make sure you’ve got a
very long handled fork!

Cook low and slow.
 

Sacred Cow #8: Social media
marketing can be done by
someone else.

Wrong! You are your best
marketing guru. Sure, ask for
advice and help but don’t
delegate all the work to
someone else. Sure, you  might
have to read, research, take a
course, and talk to colleagues -
we don’t start out as experts in
everything. The process of

developing an effective social
media presence is one that
takes time, talent, and treasure
—yours. My suggestion is to
roll up your sleeves and grab a
handful of paper towels. Savor
the successes and the fail
forwards. No forks allowed this
time!

Eat with your fingers.
Likewise, fearlessly

barbecuing some sacred cows
of social media is an art—and
it might not be something to
attempt. Remember, if you
can’t stand the heat, don’t step
near the BBQ grill with the fires
of possible criticism.

Good eatin’! Now please pass
the apple pie and nilla’ ice
cream.

Is it time to barbecue some
more sacred cows of social
media?
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Start where you're at; don't stop.
Hesitate long enough to allow the fear to surface; don't bury it.
Find the support you need; you need them.
Follow your heart; listen to nothing else.
Be flexible; stand firm in your convictions.
Be courageous; be kind; be loving.
Believe that dreams do come true; trust your intuition.
 
Baby, you got this!
 

Photograph taken by "mom" while C.K. Kochis
borrowed her dining room table and wifi internet to
wrap up this issue of Elements For A Healthier Life
Magazine.





 
 
 
When we see ourselves through the lens of the

ego mind, we may only see a distorted image or
version of ourselves and we might only be seeing
our flaws and imperfections. Our self-love
immediately increases when we see and are
aware of who we really are -- a beautiful, spiritual
being that is whole, perfect and complete.

We all must take responsibility for knowing who
we really are and to acknowledge our beautiful
essence by understanding these simple facts:

1. Our self-worth should not be based on
approval from others.
2. The worth of our Authentic Self is intact,
unchanging – nothing can change it. We are a
Divine being of light, nothing we do can take
that away from us. 
3. The magnificence and beauty that we see in
other people is within us too.
4. When we center our self-worth on
performance, our self-worth will fluctuate
based on those events and our self-worth will
depend on the outcome of those events.
 

One thing is for sure, our lack of self-love has
shaped our decisions, choices and perspective

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
about our lives. Many of us get so caught up on
the roles we live every day that we lose sight of
who we really are and we end up living our lives in
auto-pilot. A lot of our decisions are based out of
fear and because of this fear, we tend to settle.
Settling applies in all areas of our lives including
in relationships and jobs.

 
Every time you choose in life, that choice
is your evaluation of yourself.

I love the part of “A Course in Miracles” that talks
about  when you choose littleness, that you will
not have peace, because you will judge yourself
unworthy of it. When you choose any form of
littleness that can content you, the searching out
there for answers and proof, will never end, unless
a decision is made, by you, to be magnitude. To be
who you came here to be. To do what needs to be
done, no matter what.

 
Every decision you make represents who
you think you are; it represents the value
you put upon yourself.

Doubt is created because you want to be in
control. Your purpose here is to live a life that is
not of littleness. The ego loves to put on a show,
with all of these images to make things confusing
and feel confusing. And the way out of confusion,
to feel certainty, is to ask yourself if your decision
will bring expansion or contraction.

 
Here are five Powerful Ways to Step into
Self-Love Today
1. Make a list of all the things about you that make
you Fabulous – start by thinking of things other
people have told you, and keep going until you
come up with 50 things. This way you’ll be setting
an intention to love yourself by focusing on all the
incredibly loveable things about you.

5 Powerful Ways to
 Step into Self-Love

By Patricia Young
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2. Open up to receive and feel Loved - Set an
intention to be available to all the Love that has
been trying to come to you. This can be love that
you feel from the Universe, random people that
smile at you, or a butterfly that flies in front of
you.  Begin by practicing to let the love in.
Imagine love coming in from all directions.
3. Begin to move into a Loving and
compassionate energy with yourself - Practice
shifting into this energy of compassion and love,
which is a much softer and more gentle energy,
throughout the day.
4. Mirror Yourself Throughout the Day — Reflect
back to yourself your own beauty and all the
amazing qualities about yourself. Examples can
be “You are so loving — I love that about you” or
“You are so sensitive, I love that about you” or
“You are creative in so many ways and I love this
about you.”
5. Practice unapologetic self-care and self-love -
by asking yourself throughout the day, “What
would be loving for me to do for myself right
now?” Perhaps you could take a few moments
and do one of the following things instead of
what you’re doing right now: take a break, take a
walk, read a book, talk to a friend, eat a healthy
snack or meal, set a boundary with yourself, at
work or with a loved one. Being mindful and
practicing self-love takes discipline. Try it! You
won’t believe how it can help you through an
otherwise stressful situation or day!
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Self-love is about letting go of the need to be
what others want you to be and, unapologetically
blooming into who you came here to be. It’s by
truly loving yourself that you’ll be able to live a
life filled with more joy, more meaning, more
love, more abundance and true freedom.

So keep this in mind, today and every day:  You
are responsible for giving your self love. Self-
love inspires love for others as well, so always
acknowledge and appreciate your own worth.

Get a sneak peak into the information and inspiration
that an IIN education has to offer. Check out 3 FREE

chapters from our eBook, Integrative Nutrition: Feed 
Your Hunger for Health and Happiness!

http://geti.in/28MYZpK
http://geti.in/1J28LRW


https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/059545948X/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=059545948X&linkCode=as2&tag=ck0ac-20&linkId=c4985a6be756037d3e550877bb47569d
http://bit.ly/29Y3P1y
http://go.thrv.me/aff_c?offer_id=6&aff_id=12049
http://www.healthnutgirl.com/freedom-from-sugar-addiction.html#_l_1n


“It became an eight month
journey of getting out of bed,
going to a doctor's
appointment, or having blood
work done, and trying to figure
out what was going on with my
body,” Tae Lynne, the Kindness
Junkie, shared with me in our
interview. “It's a diagnosis of
exclusion. That's what they call
it.”

Tae used to be a Type-A,
vivacious woman dedicated to
her career, volunteering at
animal adoption locations and

with the elderly. Running,
canoeing, exercising, and
reading filled her waking hours
when she wasn't at the office.
Everything changed in 2009 at
the age of forty-four.

“I figured it was the flu...and it
would pass in time. I was
wrong.” Eventually she was
diagnosed with Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis/Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome, severe
fibromyalgia, migraines,
gastroparesis, congenital
kidney issues, postural

orthostatic tachycardia
syndrome (POTS), and
dysautonomia.

 
“My job was my purpose. Or so I
thought...”

Life shifted into an existence
of spending the majority of it
asleep. Doctors told her they
could ease her symptoms;
however, she would never be
cured. She was devastated.
Depressed, on disability, and
feeling alone in her chronic
illnesses, Tae was at a loss and

One Act of Kindness
at a Time withTae Lynne

Making A



felt she had no purpose and no
reason to exist. In her mind,
she was a failure.

In the darkness of nightfall,
crying and consumed with felt
she had no purpose and no
reason to exist. In her mind,
she was a failure.

In the darkness of nightfall,
crying and consumed with
despair from years of being
debilitated, she heard a
feminine voice say, “You're
loveable as you are. You are
kind. You are compassionate.
You're giving. That's what
you're here to do. Go out and
spread that message.”

A sensation of calm and
peace that she hadn't felt in
years encompassed her.
Looking back, she knows it was
a pivotal moment. She once
again felt that she had a
purpose:  to share kindness.
 
“I started to think about
someone other than myself.”

Tae made a conscious effort

to brighten the mood of at
least one person each day.
She expressed a genuine
interest in the individuals she
came into contact with,
knowing that people want to
feel acknowledged and that
they matter to someone. She
started practicing simple
interactions - like asking the
stranger in the grocery store
aisle, the pharmacist, cashiers,
the receptionist at the
doctor's office, “How is your
day going?” She began to
connect with the world
outside of her pain, and in so
doing, ‘relieved’ some of it.
 
“My mission is to show others
who are suffering with chronic
illness that they can live a
meaningful, purposeful life.”

Prior to Tae's diagnosis, she
was in the process of
changing careers and
attaining a certification in
Gerontology.
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once her symptoms began to
affect her daily routine, it
became increasingly difficult
to continue as a volunteer at
the animal adoption center
and assisting the elderly.  Tae
was no longer physically able
to actively participate in the 



future she had envisioned.
In 2011, Tae’s desire to help the elderly during

their time of transition encouraged her to earn
certification as a Hospice volunteer. Scheduled
for one to two hours a week to meet and sit with
a patient was not only beneficial to the
caregiver, Tae felt better about her situation.
 
“This is why I can't work; there's no
predictability to this (Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome)
illness.”

Postponed appointments and the inability to
get out of bed proved to be too difficult to
maintain her patient-care commitments. Again,
Tae had to adjust to the limitations of her body.
Determined to be of service, she trained with
Hospice to do follow-up calls from her home (at
times from her bed) to grieving loved ones after
a Hospice patient passed away.

For those unable to leave their home due to
various reasons (ie: chronic illness, cancer,
injuries), especially if you live alone, depression
and anxiety often times set in. “Life can become
bleak when you're laying there day after day
thinking what can I do, what do I have to
contribute to society?” Tae stated.

 

In Her Voice...
- What life was like before 

and after her diagnosis
- How a blind woman helped 

her find her purpose
- Offers ways you can learn to

appreciate what you can do

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSED8velXDY


“There's always somebody who is worse off
than you that you have something to give
[them].”

Tae found a connection with the teachings of
Louise Hay, Wayne Dyer and other individuals
sharing the concepts of Law of Attraction.
Making positive affirmations made a
difference, and it anchored the impact that
practicing acts of kindness had on herself and
on others. The transformation from merely
existing in a continuous state of fatigue and
despair into a life of purposeful meaning took
years of dedication.  The daily commitment of
writing journal entries recorded her acts of
kindness and validated the perception that
good things surround us when they are sought
out.

It didn’t take long once Tae decided to expand
her reach to individuals in similar situations.
She established the 60 Seconds to Kindness
Facebook fan page in April of 2015, along with
other social media outlets, and focused on
posting messages of kindness. In July, Tae
wrote and recorded the voiceover for her
YouTube video titled, “Kindness Changes
Lives.” A month later she
founded60SecondsToKindness.com to write
about her journey of living with chronic
illnesses with the intent to give others hope.

Take a moment to explore
www.60SecondsToKindness.com. You will find
a wealth of information including the ebook
Tae created entitled “Ten Simple Ways To
Make A Difference”  (free download on her
website).  It’s a guide offering practical tips on
ways to implement kindness into our daily
lives. Personally, I would like to congratulate
Tae. Her “Green Smoothies to the Rescue” is
scheduled for release on July 26th and “Color
The World with Kindness: 50 Ways to Brighten
Someone's Day” (Balboa Press) will be
available for purchase late this fall. Tae is also
a co-author in two collaborative books: 365
Ways to Connect with Your Soul (November
2015), and 365 Moments of Grace (June 2016).

Her message is clear:  Being a “kindness
junkie” isn't just for those who are chronically
ill. It is for everyone wanting to make a
difference and change the world one act of
kindness at a time.Written with

Love 
by C.K. Kochis

http://bit.ly/29Y4EYk


Sisters;
The Best Of Friends

Years ago, my sister sent me
an incredible out of the blue
gift; not one for giving
presents, she gave me a
delightful gem. “Sisters are the
best (and sometimes most
irritating) of friends,” is a
sweet little book filled with fun
quotes about what a sister can
mean to each of us. In the next
few paragraphs, I’ll use some
of those fun quotes to reflect
on my sister and the
relationship we share.

“They are always willing to
give you advice. Whether you
want it or not.” Oh, how this
applies! My dear sister, who
often lovingly advises me to
get out of the house will ask,
“How many days has it been

 

 
again?” I work from home and
find that time can zip right
past me.  I also tend to be
introverted, so I limit my
entrance and shining in the
extroverted world, happily
returning to my sweet abode.

I truly enjoy that “She sees
nothing even slightly odd
about being your harshest
critic, and also your biggest
supporter.” My sister’s latest
rant involves  my eight-hour
chocolate craving. She might
have this to say,“Just a small
piece is all that you need,
you’ve been working on
releasing the stress weight.”

My sister is a pillar of
 

strength and encouragement

for me, and I could not imagine
life without her consistently
standing beside me, and
reminding me to “Just tell your
ego to be quiet!” (Now why
haven’t I thought of that?).

My sister is one of a kind, and
I love her. From my
perspective, just as each sister
relationship is different and
unique in its own beautiful
way. No one’s opinion about
how a sister relationship
should or shouldn’t be, really
has an impact on me or my
relationship. From my
perspective, love is love
although everyone may have a
different view of love. In my
 
 
 

By Natasha
Botkin



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 opinion, no one’s idea of love
is necessarily wrong - for love
is from the Divine, and the
Divine created the miracle of
love. My sister and I have a
special sisterly love that has
strengthened over the years.
As her big sister, I was
expected to take her
everywhere, often times, when
we were growing up, she was
much more the tattletale
sidekick, than a beloved or
even a friend. As we have
grown, she has matured from
that overly-informing little
sister to one of my greatest
guardians. Our relationship
has woven into a bond, the
strength of which is difficult to
fully express. We both have
had moments of glory and
moments of being drug down.
Through it all, our sisterly love
and promise to each other
grows stronger with each life
experience. On one of my days
of seeming failure, when she
received my SOS text for help,
she helped me regain my love
of life. A few days later, when I
received her SOS text, I
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
was right there, ready to
listen, extend my love, and
help her navigate the sordid
details. We have helped each
other come out of the
shadows, and into the dance
of life with wings to help us
soar to even greater heights.

As teens, we found ways to
make sure we would not go
after the same guy. We would
lovingly point out each other’s
ideal type. Now, we laugh at
the past, as our tastes have
dramatically changed and we
both happily dance through
life with our Beloveds.

What I love the most about
the relationship I share with
my sister is that we are not
afraid to be ourselves and
support each other, even
when others do not
understand one or both of us.
There is no judgment between
us, no matter the differences,
and there is a level of
communication that is open
and honest. For example,
when I placed a photo on
social media that contained an
image  from our youth, of my
sister with her braces, ; she
was not afraid to say, “Did you

have to?” Referring back to the
treasured book my sister gave
me, according to the
sisterhood “You will not be
able to forget your most
embarrassing moments as
long as your sister is alive.” So
yes, according to the sister
code, I did exactly as I should
have (I’m sure she has
something up her sleeve for
me, as well!).

"When you look back on it, it
seems silly that you fought
with your sister so much. She
should have just accepted that
you were always right.” This
makes me smile - instead of
right or wrong, it’s just two
different options for the same
things - she likes beer, I like
wine. The nuances within our
relationship make it
interesting, keep it lively, and
honor our individualism.  Birth
made us sisters, but we made
our friendship. “The best thing
about having a sister was that I
always had a friend." Cali Rae
Turner
 

http://bit.ly/29PZKOf
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Sunshine. Beach. Flipflops. Long days. And for
many of us: vacation!
 

Two years ago I went on a gorgeous vacation, a
week long Mediterranean cruise to Spain, France
and Italy. Last year I went to visit family in Israel
for a whole month. This year, I am taking the
summer off with a very light workload, frequent
trips to the beach, long days in my backyard and
local day trips -- you know, a staycation.

Whether your vacation is local or far, short or
long, solo or with family or friends or anything in
between, you can decide to make it a healthy
vacation with  easy adjustments.
 

Focusing on health is focusing on pleasure.
The attitude that you can either be healthy or

have fun on vacation is simply not true, you can
have both! In fact, feeling ill because of many
unhealthy choices will decrease your enjoyment
of your vacation. On my Mediterranean trip I
decided to focus on health and have it be the
main theme of my vacation, I shared healthy tips
and meals with my tribe on Facebook and it was
so much fun! I felt vibrant, alive, energetic and
excited to figure out how to make the healthiest
choices I could find.
 

Cruise into health.
Cruises are a popular way to experience world

travel. They are fun, more affordable, and allow
you to sample many places in a short period of
time. Many women fear the ‘all you can eat’
buffets at cruises that can result in  weight gain.
But cruises can also be treasures of health.

~Long decks for morning and evening walks
and watching the sunrise and sunset.
~Fully equipped gyms and classes.
~Dance parties every night.
~Sit-down restaurants with world cuisines,
reasonable portions and many healthy
choices.
~Staff that is eager to cater to every special
need and request.
 

By Rachel Kieffer

Healthy Travel Guide
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Here is how I made my time on
the ship healthy:

~I started each morning
with yoga and a walk
around the deck.
~I asked the waiter to make
me a green smoothie every
breakfast and dinner (it
became the talk of the
table!)
~My husband, son and I
went to every dance party!
(Super FUN, and a great
workout!)
~I ordered my dinner with
extra vegetables.
~Every night we ordered a
plate of fresh fruit from
room service for an evening
snack.
~I pretty much stayed away
from the all-day-all-you-
can-eat buffet.

 
During excursions I took the

walking trip option or explored
on my own and was pretty
much walking all day long. I
stopped at wonderful places
for delicious lunches and
people watching. In Nice I had
Salad Niçoise and socca, a local
chickpea bread.

In Florence I had a delicious
salad with smoked salmon and
a delicious chocolate-hazelnut
gelato. In Rome I had gluten
free pasta and escarole greens.
In Sorrento I had gluten free
pasta with salad. And in
Barcelona I had grilled fish with
vegetables. Everything was
made to local perfection.

 
Local fairs and festivals.

Living in New York, summer is
prime time for street fairs and
street foods. One of my
favorites is the San-Gennaro
Festival in Little Italy at the
end of every summer. There’s a
stage with live music,
amusement park delights like a
giant ferris wheel and spinning
tea cups, lots of street food
and a dozens Italian
restaurants with street,
garden-like seating.

Street food is a wonderful
way to sample local and ethnic
cuisines. Look for dishes that
are loaded with veggies. Many
stands will serve grilled
vegetables and stirfry's.

Festivals have many
opportunities to be active,
walking, dancing and playing
games. So plan to participate
and have fun!

Enjoy people watching, the
decorations, the activities and
the ambiance. Remember that
food is just one aspect of the
event, so don’t just focus on
that.
 

Hotel Stays
When visiting locations far

from home, hotels are a
popular and convenient option.
They can also mean no kitchen
and that all meals have to be
eaten out. Although a
challenge, you can still be the
happy (and healthy!) tourist by
incorporating the following

helpful tips:
Call ahead and ask the hotel to
have an EMPTY refrigerator in
your room. That way, you will
avoid the empty calorie and
overpriced temptations and
you can fill your refrigerator
with produce and healthy picks
from local markets.

~Ask the hotel if they have
a fitness room or if they are
affiliated to one.  It can be a
nice way to stay active if
you’re into gym workouts.
~Google vegetarian, vegan
and organic restaurants in
the city you are visiting.
You don’t have to be vegan
to enjoy a healthy, plant-
based meal.
~Sign up for walking tours.
They are a great way to
connect with people, sight-
see and get loads of activity
while having fun.
~Visit local farmer’s
markets. You can find
delicious and fresh produce
to take back to your hotel
room to snack on or to take
to a picnic (instead of
eating out).

Enjoy the food! Don’t deprive
yourself of local specialties, eat
and enjoy! When I travel I
usually eat one luxurious meal
in a restaurant everyday and
the rest of my meals are
healthy snacks, takeouts and
lots of fruits and vegetables.



One cup of chickpea flour.
I ground mine fresh in my vitamix
but you can buy chickpea flour in
many places including this link on
amazon.
One cup of water
2 tablespoons of olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
Any additional chopped fresh
herbs or spices. I made mine with
fresh parsley and will try cumin and
cilantro next.
 
Mix all the ingredients with a whisk
in a bowl. Put in the fridge for 30
minutes or more to thicken up.
 
Heat a frying pan and add a little
coconut oil.
Cook the chickpea mixture by the
ladleful.
You can make them thin like
crepes, medium like pancakes or
thicker. Cook on each side for 2-3
minutes depending on thickness
until golden brown, flip and cook
on the other side.
Remove from the pan and let cool
for a few minutes.
 
And voilà! You got a delicious
socca. You can eat it plain, eat it
with a topping like hummus or
avocado or use it like pita bread
and fill it up.
 
 

Socca
(chickpea bread)

Visiting Family
For me, this type of travel

is the most challenging and I
need to do pre-planning  to
make sure my family visits
are healthy and happy. Here
is what I do when I visit my
family in Israel. You will
need to adjust it to your
particular situation and
location.

I go to Israel often to visit
my family and usually stay
with my parents.

I call my mom ahead of
time to tell her I will do the
food shopping while there.

On the way to their place
from the airport, I stop by a
large health-food
supermarket and do a big
shop, attempting to include
everything we’ll need for
the week ahead.

I ask my mom to do little
switches in her cooking to
healthier oils and salts  etc.

I share the cooking - my
mom cooks some,and I cook
some.

I start my day with yoga on
the terrace before everyone
wakes up or go to the local
health club for a morning
class (usually yoga or
pilates).

Once my family is up and
around, which includes my
brothers, sister in law,
nieces and nephews, I make
sure to be fully available to
them and enjoy my time

with them.
I schedule trips and

activities with the children.
On my last trip we went for

a couple of meals at a local
health-food restaurant that
served amazing organic
food. It was a hidden gem my
family didn’t know about
which I found on an internet
search. (We’ll  go back to it
on future visits!)

I don’t do all of the same
things on every single trip.
Depending on the situation
I’ll compromise and find a
happy middle.

The most important thing
for me when visiting my
family is to be warmly
connected to everyone and
to share my healthy lifestyle
in a friendly, non
intimidating way.

I enjoy other family
members cooking, even if it’s
not made as healthily as I
would prefer.  I am always
pleasantly surprised and
encouraged when they tell
me they have adjusted their
recipes to be healthier
because of me. Through the
years, it has been a pleasure
to see that my family has
made healthy changes in
their food choices.
 

http:// http://elementsforahealthierlife.com/magazine/2016/07/22/socca-chickpea-bread/
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In Part 1 of this series we discussed the mental
and emotional impact created by tuning into your
body and your breath, and it's powerful effect on
anxiety, trauma and posttraumatic stress.

We left off in the early years of my yoga practice,
back in the early 2000’s. During those years, yoga
and meditation became a critical foundation of my
wellness routine, and of my process of healing
mentally and emotionally from a traumatic life.

My body healed almost as a side effect, as an
afterthought. It became stronger, more flexible,
more balanced, and more resilient with far fewer
dis-eases and illnesses. But yoga’s power to heal
the body was truly put to the test in 2007.

On June 27, 2007, my youngest daughter and I
were headed home from her karate class. As we
passed an SUV waiting to make a left turn across our
lane of traffic into a parking lot, a pickup truck
driving behind the SUV, (containing an inattentive
driver going nearly 60 mph in a 25 mph zone),
plowed into the back of it, shoving her so hard into
our lane that she T-boned us, collapsing the driver’s
side of my car from the center post back.

I was thrown sideways, and the seatbelt I was
wearing locked up preventing my forward
momentum, dislocating my left pelvis, causing
permanent damage to my sacroiliac joint and left
hip, along with chest wall contusions and neck
trauma (to my already damaged neck).

I was neck-braced, back-boarded and taken to the
local ER for CT scanning and pain control.
Ultimately, I was released with a wheelchair, a cane,
pain medications and muscle relaxers.

Because I couldn't sit at my desk, I was forced to
take a leave of absence from my medical
transcription job. Through a complicated system of
pillows and props I was able to achieve some level
of comfort in my bed, spending most of the next
four months there, other than difficult trips out for
physical therapy, chiropractic care and the
swimming pool where I did hydrotherapy.

THE LIVESAVING
POWER
OF YOGA

Second in a three-part series

By Kat
Tozier
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I couldn't work, couldn't drive,
and couldn't do chores. Getting
back and forth to the bathroom
was about the best I could do.

By late October 2007, I still
hadn't made much progress,
and I was frustrated with my
reliance on pain medication. I
had been instructed that I
wasn’t to do any yoga, or
walking for exercise, so my
mainstays were absent for
close to four months and I was
increasingly depressed.

As I sat on the table in the
chiropractor’s office, going
through the same drill we'd
been going through for weeks,
I finally broke down crying.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (Don't get me wrong - this was
my longstanding chiropractor,
and I've had great success with
chiropractic manipulation in
many situations...just not this
one.) I told him I was going to
try it my own way for a while
and I canceled my ongoing
appointments.

That day, I ordered the DVD
Viniyoga Therapy for the Low
Back, Sacrum & Hips from Gary
Kraftsow (www.viniyoga.com/
store/dvds-and-videos).
Kraftsow’s work focuses on
therapeutic yoga, and he offers
other targeted yoga DVDs, as
well - for both physical and
emotional conditions.

I began doing the sequence
of poses recommended in the
DVD, slowly and painfully at
first. As I began to build a little
strength, I started walking
around inside the house with
intention.

Through the process of
increasing the flexibility of the
muscles in my hips and lower
back, and those that connect
to the thighs, the pain began
to lessen and my hips began to
realign.

When the sacroiliac joints are
pulled out of place, the muscle
connecting the sacrum to the
pelvic bone stays “stretched
out” so the joint slips out of
place pretty easily, and it's
painful when it happens. It
also causes instability - if it
slips out of place, the leg on
that side will  give out
suddenly - for example, we

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 typically step out of a vehicle
without really thinking about
it, but with an SI joint injury, if
you're stepping out on the
affected side, that movement
is apt to cause the joint to slip
and leave you on the ground.

I didn't drive for months, but
when I finally began driving
again I had to remain mindful
of fully turning my body
toward the door and stepping
out of the vehicle with both
feet forward.

As I became more flexible
through following Kraftsow’s
advice on the DVD’s, I began
incorporating more of my old
yoga asanas into my routine, a
little at a time. I love standing
postures and warrior poses,
which strengthen the hips,
legs and buttocks.
Strengthening this area of my
body began to increase my
stability and balance. I began
incrementally climbing the

stairs to the second floor (it
was deep winter in Maine by
then so everything I did was
indoors), first just three or four
steps, then halfway, then all
the way to the top.

As I increased the number
and types of postures, I found I
had to make some
modifications, at times,
especially with many of the
twisting postures. The SI joint
is stressed when we twist at
the waist, and it was a lengthy
process of rehabilitating my
core (mid-back, abdomen and

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 waist) before I could perform a
twist with ease. The process of
strengthening my body helped
me begin to shift my focus
from targeting only my lower
body to strengthening and
improving my entire body and
overall well being.

Because of the injuries my
body has endured, I have had
to permanently modify some
of the poses that I practice. For
example, when I am moving
from an arched-back to a
swayed-back pose, it merits
caution as it puts the stress
smack on the SI joint. It
requires a controlled and
conscious pause when I am at a
level position, between arched
and swayed. This is especially
true in a Sun Salute - going
from Up Dog back to Down
Dog.

 By the time spring rolled
around
 
 

As I sat on the table in the chiropractor’s office, going through the same
drill we'd been going through for weeks, I finally broke down crying.
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around in 2008, I was strong
enough to start walking outdoors
and over a few weeks I worked my
way up to a daily walk of four to
five miles, along with my daily one-
hour yoga practice. In addition, my
daughter and I started going to an
equestrian center and riding
horses.

With the addition of other key
components - nutrition changes,
meditation, a writing practice and
the increased use of herbs and
essential oils, I was in the best
physical and emotional health of
my life by the fall of 2008. That
winter was the easiest winter I'd
had in all the years I'd lived with
chronic pain.

But in early 2009, I made a fateful
decision that would change my life
radically over the next four years,
leaving me sick, anxious,
depressed, back in chronic pain,
alone, grieving, and wondering
what I'm here for.

Once again, through the power of
yoga, I healed and finally
understood what all the pain and
heartache of my life was leading to.

In Part 1 of this series we
explored the mental and emotional
impact of yoga. Here in Part 2,
we've looked at how it can heal
physically. In Part 3, we’ll be
focusing on the spiritual aspects of
a yoga practice and how yoga can
help you.

For now, take some time to
consider this question: do you have
a physical condition you believe
prevents you from starting a yoga
practice? If so, it may be likely
exactly why you need to begin one.

Start small, start slow, start with a
targeted approach. You can modify
any posture as your body requires. I
promise, you'll reap the mental,
emotional, as well as the physical
benefits of a yoga practice.
 

As I sat on the table in the chiropractor’s office, going through the same
drill we'd been going through for weeks, I finally broke down crying.
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In my latest interview on the Divine Feminine
Series on my YouTube show Paint Yourself Into
the Picture, my guest, Earth Goddess Jenny Griffin,
mentioned that the key to connecting with the
Divine Feminine is to “get out of your head and
into your heart.”

Her words went straight to the core of my being,
for I know them to be true.

Divine Mother, help me! I’m up in my head…
…planning, scheming and plotting. How can
I do more, more, more and achieve more,
more, more?
…or prodding, pushing and pleading with
myself to do more, more, more…
…or shaming and blaming: why haven’t I
achieved more, more, more?

“Dear One!” Divine Mother laughs, gently,
“There’s no better time than now (there is no other 
time than now!) to stop running in circles. My loved
one, step off the wheel and look around you…”

She opens her arms wide, and smiles. Her voice
is like a soothing caress…
 

Love is here, now.
Peace is here, now.

Joy is here, now.
Abundance is here, now.

Just lift your eyes and see it.
 

Just open your arms and embrace it.
Just be in your heart, rather than your head, and

you will feel it.
 

I am tired, so tired, of all the doing, planning,
and pushing!

 

The Divine Mother beckons me: “Come! Joy is
here for you! Peace is here for you! Step outside!”

“My gift to you,” she says, “is summer! Get
away from your desk. Summer is here!  It’s
so easy. Just feel all the love that is already
here for you!  Smile at the lady passing in
the street; she’s ready to smile back.
Embrace the child that needs a hug; she will
love you back!  Help that older person that
needs a hand; her gift for you is to let you
know how very needed you are.  Connect
with nature: make friends with a sparrow;
there’s nothing better than that!

Just feel.
Just BE.”

 
 
 

Tuning into 

Your Heart

By Reba
Linker
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Ahhh. I see, Divine Mother! It is so simple and
I’ve been making it so hard!

She smiles once more, and gently kisses me
goodbye for now.  Her parting words are:

“Just open your heart and then listen. Listen
to what your heart wants you to know. And
then do that. Do only that.”

Thank you, Precious Divine Mother!
This summer, let’s live every glorious moment

to the fullest, even if that just means breathing
deeply on the way to work, or blessing the food
you eat for lunch and really tasting it, really
savoring each and every experience.

I believe that there is a grand shift in
consciousness happening -- moving away from
the masculine approach, into a more feminine
way of being. I am exploring this topic on a
special series on my show Paint Yourself Into
the Picture. Each guest expert, in her own way,

by listening to the voice of her own soul and
tapping into a powerful source of wisdom, is
honing in on a heart-centered way of being that
offers the healing that we as individuals and we
as a people are yearning for, (even if we haven’t
yet put words to that yearning).

I invite you to watch the interview with Jenny
Griffin as she dips into the powerful vein of her
inner wisdom and shares about her journey
with the Divine Feminine.

And I invite you to enjoy the first interview in
the Divine Feminine Series with Diva Carla
Sanders, exploring the connection between
‘sacred sexuality’ and self-expression.

May we all be blessed to fully awaken to the
beauty of this precious moment and this
glorious summer. Live this moment; it is only
here this once.
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M
ore Blue - A Story Slice by Peggy N

olan
 

Earth keeps asking me to paint 
her. As long as she asks, I'll keep

painting what she tells me to paint.
More blue? Sure. Why not? 

I have no idea what I'm doing. 



Photograph by C.K. Kochis



A Moment Of ZenA Moment Of Zen
  
Gazing out into the deep blue, watching waves undulate endlesslyGazing out into the deep blue, watching waves undulate endlessly

into the shore, listening to water splash, gulls cry, wind whisperinto the shore, listening to water splash, gulls cry, wind whisper
across dunes... a moment of peace.across dunes... a moment of peace.

  
Take time to soak up the season - literally, by stepping into yourTake time to soak up the season - literally, by stepping into your

own luxurious summer afternoon scene, or when you seem to be tooown luxurious summer afternoon scene, or when you seem to be too
busy, take a few moments to close your eyes and imagine this scene -busy, take a few moments to close your eyes and imagine this scene -
or a favorite, peaceful spot. Take in the sights, the smells, the soundsor a favorite, peaceful spot. Take in the sights, the smells, the sounds
you might hear  - step into that moment - breathe deeply.you might hear  - step into that moment - breathe deeply.

  
Always remember that we can create moments of tranquilityAlways remember that we can create moments of tranquility

anytime we need them. The next time you notice feeling stressed,anytime we need them. The next time you notice feeling stressed,
take a moment to center yourself, close your eyes, slow yourtake a moment to center yourself, close your eyes, slow your
breathing, and imagine your favorite beach day - what would it lookbreathing, and imagine your favorite beach day - what would it look

by Jenn
Ryan





It is such a treat to bite into
the lushness of a freshly
picked strawberry. Over time, I
have noticed that many farms
have moved further out of
cities’ making it much more
difficult for a farmer to provide
their delicious food
at a farm stand. Because of this
move away from population
centers, finding a way to
collectively sell wares, is what
farmers have been doing for
awhile now, establishing a
community of weekly farmer’s
market vendors - where the
food & other offerings are
seasonal in focus, but annual in
scope.

It is such fun to discover what
each farmer’s market might
provide-as each is different.
You could create a visual or
written shopping list for your
household.  Another idea
would be to plan a scavenger
hunt for the kids in your life -
(it’s sure to have them wishing
to return to the

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

market next week!).
A wonderful way to support

your local economy and to
keep your family’s diet
seasonal and fresh is to visit
your local farmer’s market
before you shop at the grocery
store. Many farmer’s markets
have websites specifying what
is in season at the moment. I
find that there are several
types of foods offered: fruits,
vegetables, meats, seafood,
eggs, breads, chocolate and so
much more. A fun challenge I
enjoy taking as the season
becomes ripe with diverse
produce is to skip the grocery
store altogether, and utilize
what I find at the farmer’s

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

market. Not only is it local not
overly-produced and fresh,
but;  it is usually much less
expensive!

Another incredible
opportunity that may be
available in your area is the
usage of WIC FMBP or EBT
cards. These are now readily
accepted as a way to provide
fresh fruits and vegetables to
families that may need a little
extra financial assistance.
Many markets also support
Senior FMBP, so those who live
on a retirement or fixed
income can also reap the
rewards of fresh food.

Early in the season, many
farmer’s will  have seedlings 

The Joys of the

Farmer's Market

By Natasha
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for sale.  This would allow you
to grow fruits and vegetables
from home, in your very own
garden!  As one young farm
stand owner stated, “I’d rather
help someone learn how to
grow a container tomato plant,
than have them worry about
making it back to my stand, or
not come at all with their busy
schedules.”

Another beautiful purchase
you can make at many farmer’s
markets are fresh flowers.
They’re usually offered as
fresh cut bouquets or
sometimes as annual or
perennial plants that you can
plant in your own flower
garden. These farm-fresh-
flowers can also be pre-
ordered for special events and
arranged by your color choice,
etc.

Local artisans often vend at
farmer’s markets. In fact, most
often it is a requirement for
wares to be locally made or
handcrafted and not
commercial in origin. Certain
times of the year, you may

hear  local musicians playing
or singing wonderful tunes.
There may even be a spot for a
quick chair massage.A word of
advice: befriend the stall
owner; and they may just
create a special notion just for
you.

I always suggest going to the
farmer’s market HUNGRY! Be
sure to check out the food
trucks or food stalls. You can
enjoy a special lunch from a
healthy salad to a loaded
burrito.

In essence a Farmer’s Market
is much more than a few stalls;
it is a community for all to
enjoy. Take a moment to
locate your local Farmer’s
Market and go see what you
can discover and enjoy.
 
Successful ways to enjoy a
Farmer’s Market:
1. Please bring cash. (Not all
individuals have debit/credit
card readers.)

• Some Farmer’s Markets
have a token system if you
forgot cash.

2. Take a moment to befriend
the farmer/artist.
3. Do not expect the market to
be like a supermarket. The
farmers are growing what
grows well in your area as well
as what is in season. Embrace
new foods!
4. Be mindful of weather. It can
change in the blink of an eye
while you’re perusing the
market. Additionally, if the
weather has been hot, foods
you may not expect may be
available NOW (this of course
works both ways - if you’ve
had a cooler season, foods you
might expect might not be
ripening as quickly as they
might).
5. Many farmer’s markets have
community websites and will
provide you with weekly
details (what food is in season,
local artisans delights and so
forth).
6. Let go of expectations and
enjoy what each market has to
offer.
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The simplest recipes can be the most
beautiful, even when they look like a lot of
effort.  Recently, I was inspired by a roast
pumpkin salad recipe that was being shared on
social media. Based on what I had in my pantry,
I made a couple adaptations. (My parents
always taught me that when you're cooking,
the recipe is just a suggestion, which has made
for some interesting meals over the years, but I
have found, that it’s the best way to learn.) I
figure, we can be put off by not having the
exact ingredients suggested, either going to
the store and buying everything on the list,
(which may be costly), or writing the recipe off
as being 'too complicated' and sticking to what
we know. I think that this is where eating
healthy sometimes gets a bad rep as being 'too
expensive' or 'too hard'.

My role as a Health Coach is to show my
clients (and now you, dear reader) how to
deconstruct both of these myths. One way I
have actually helped save myself money, is to
shop weekly at the  farmer’s market in my area,

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

buying produce that is in-season.  I don't take a

list, I just get whatever looks good, or is a good
deal. Surprisingly, this cuts down on the
amount of money I spend on food. Another
great way to save money is that when I stock
my pantry, I buy in bulk as much as possible.
This means that there are more often than not,
good, healthy options on hand that I just have
to figure out what to do with.

One amazing result I’d like to share with you
is something called a buddha bowl.

Buddha bowls, occasionally known as glory or
hippie bowls, are hearty, filling dishes that
include a mixture of a variety of food - greens,
raw or roasted veggies, beans and a healthy
grain such as quinoa or brown rice. They can
include toppings like nuts and seeds, and
dressings for added texture and flavor.  There's
no right or wrong way to make a buddha bowl,
so here's a bit of inspiration for you to adapt
and modify. In the order of preparation of
those that take longer to prepare.
• butternut squash + brussel sprouts: chopped,
tossed in olive oil, sea salt & fresh cracked
pepper and roasted in the oven.
• quinoa: 1 cup + 2 cups beef bone broth,
brought to a boil, then turned off and left to sit
on the burner
• beetroot: peeled, chopped into cubes and
boiled/steamed
• silverbeet + bok choy: spines removed,
sautéed in chopped garlic + unrefined
coconut oil
• peanuts + pumpkin seeds + sunflower
seeds: dry toasted in cast iron pan
• cashew + lime dressings: handful of
soaked cashews blitzed in a nutribullet with
the juice of a lime.
 
Eaten with chopsticks to promote
concentration and mindful eating. Seriously,
you can't help but focus on what you're eating
in order to get things like quinoa and nuts/
seeds in your mouth! Try it, I hope you enjoy it!!
 
 

By Kate Clarke
Buddha Bowl



I was curious of the results
and how I would feel after
trying an elimination diet.

What’s interesting to me is
that not all food sensitivities
are necessarily allergies.

You're eating healthy, yet if
you can answer yes to the
following questions, speak to
your medical physician* about
trying an elimination diet: Do
you have heartburn,
headaches, trouble sleeping,
brain fog, moodiness, skin
conditions, or overall, just a
lack of energy?

I learned these common
foods can create inflammation
and irritation for many people
causing various symptoms:

*dairy
*eggs
*soy

*gluten
*sugar

*caffeine

 
 
An elimination diet is a

simple process of removing
the listed foods, and slowly –
one at a time – reintroducing
them onto the plate. This may
sound intimidating and taxing,
but actually can be rather
freeing! I’ve noticed it’s very
common for a person’s main
craving to be the item that is
the cause to their symptoms.

Personally, I used to be able
to sit and eat a half block of
cheese yet through the
elimination diet, I found that
dairy was causing me skin
issues, upset stomach, and
heartburn.

After learning my trigger
foods, I found that I felt better
physically, than I ever had, and
that if I continued to avoid my
trigger foods, that the
symptoms I was experiencing

 
 
 
 

did not return. Of course I’m
only human, so moving
forward, I am aware of what
triggers what symptoms and
can choose to avoid those
foods or not (think birthday
parties, holidays, or a favorite
restaurant - you’ll have to
decide for yourself if its worth
triggering symptoms for a
special occasion, or if you
prefer to find an alternative).

The elimination diet can
allow you to be aware of what
works well for you and what
you need to be cautious of so
you can truly live the life you
want, and feel great,
physically. Who knows, if your
goal is to lose weight,
decrease headaches, or
improve your skin, the

How the

Elimination Diet

Helped Me
By Taunia May
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elimination
diet could help
you reach those goals!

In the end, an elimination
diet allows you to learn how
certain foods affect you, personally.
Wouldn’t you like to know how to feel your best?
 
DISCLAIMER:  I, Taunia May, am not a licensed practitioner, physician, dietitian, nutritionist, nurse or medical professional.  I do not offer medical
treatments, diagnoses, or counseling.  If you have a medical condition of any kind, you must maintain treatment as prescribed by your physician
regardless of my recommendations or advice, or any use of recommended online guides, supplementations, websites or products. In the case of
medical diagnoses, it is vital to work with your physician to determine the best course of action; and to never replace one treatment for another
that goes against your physician's advice.

None of the recommendations, suggestions, or written information provided are intended to replace medical advice of any kind. Health
Coaching is not a prescriptive service; all consultations written or otherwise should be considered as purely informational and carried out at the
individuals own risk. The information presented is never intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Full medical clearance from a
licensed physician should be obtained before beginning or modifying any diet, exercise, or lifestyle program; and physicians should be informed
of all food changes.

This is the responsibility of the client.
Taunia May, Holistic Health Coach, claims no responsibility to any person or entity for any liability, loss, or damage caused or alleged to be

caused directly or indirectly as a result of the use, application, or interpretation of the information presented, suggested or recommended.
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Kohlrabi is one of my favorite vegetables. My mother used to add it to
vegetable and chicken soups, but my favorite way to eat it is sliced
and raw. It is crunchy and delicious.

Kohlrabi is a vegetable from the cruciferous family
 that includes cabbage, broccoli, brussels sprouts
and kale. In fact, the name kohlrabi means ‘turnip
cabbage’ in German.

Like other cruciferous vegetables it is high in cancer
preventing nutrients.

Kohlrabi is also high in immune boosting vitamin C,
lots of fiber and good amounts of potassium.

It can be cooked in soups and stir fries, eaten raw as a snack or added to a salad.
This crunchy and sweet salad combines kohlrabi, carrots and apples for a burst of fresh flavor
and color.
 

Combine the following in a bowl:
2 kohlrabis, peeled and cut into thick matchsticks

2 carrots, peeled and cut into thick matchsticks
1 large apple, cut into thick matchsticks

Chopped parsley
 

Make the dressing:
2 tablespoons of olive oil

Juice of one lemon
Salt and pepper to taste

 
Toss the vegetables with the

 dressing and serve.
 

Enjoy!
 

Xoxo
Rachel

 

Kohlrabi Salad

By Rachel
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LemonadeLemonade
Basic Lemonade Recipe

 
4 lemons, juiced

1 quart water
1/2 cup white sugar

 
Mix all ingredients together; stir.  Serve over ice. 

 
 

Enhance the flavor by adding 
one of the following ingredients:

 Slices of fresh ginger.
Sprig of thyme.

Fresh mint leaves.
Handful of raspberries.
Wedge of watermelon.
Splash of cherry juice.

Slices of fresh peaches.
Slices of lime and/or oranges.
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C.K. Kochis, LLC. operates ElementsForAHealthierLife.com and Elements For A Healthier Life
Magazine.  On ElementsForAHealthierLife.com and in the pages of Elements For A Healthier Life
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as Institute for Integrative Nutrition, Amazon.com, Thrive Market and other affiliate programs. If
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I believe goals are mere stepping stones leading us to a
destination.  Some goals require us to have an intense,
pinpointed focus to the extent we fail to view the scenery
around us.  Other goals are loosely tied together with “maybe’s”,
and can send us on a rollercoaster ride of experiences filled with
up’s and down’s, and unexpected sharp corners.  When taking on
the latter type of goals, some individuals find the middle of the
road and traverse cautiously, taking  time to smell the roses.

 
My style is much more organic - I typically wander on and off the trail
of stepping stones and get lost in a jungle of pretty, shiny objects.  Of
course, this forces me to pause, and ask myself, “Where are you going,
Cynthia?”  This for me, is where the magic happens - some may
wonder - Do I have regrets?  The answer is No. No way, no how! For
me, It’s all about the experiences along the way.

 
“I am no longer afraid of becoming lost, because the

journey back always reveals something new, and that is
ultimately good for the artist.” 

  Billy Joel
 
As I consider my life journey, I am grateful for each person I have met
along the way.  Each person has given me something no one else
could have - their unique insight.  Each interaction I have had has been
supportive of my particular walk through life. I believe
wholeheartedly, that there is a message of love in every interaction. It
has taken some time and experience to learn and truly accept this, but
I have.  I’m willing to follow my heart and see the message of love.
Yes, Love.  It’s easier to receive generous offerings.  When conflict
arises, I am given the opportunity to see a different perspective.  I am
gifted the experience to determine what is right for me in that
particular moment.
 
Life is an amazing adventure; it was never intended to be lived in
gray-scale.
 
In gratitude I offer these kind, supportive pearls of wisdom: whether
you are taking your first step or your two hundred and twenty-sixth,
Baby, you got this...
 

With love,
C.K. Kochis



LIFELIFE
IS ANIS AN

AMAZING AMAZING 
ADVENTUREADVENTURE

  
Together we are inspiringTogether we are inspiring
a supportive community,a supportive community,
a tribe of women, with aa tribe of women, with a

desire to change thedesire to change the
world starting with Self.world starting with Self.

Generation afterGeneration after
generation we learn fromgeneration we learn from

each other through oureach other through our
experiences and stories.experiences and stories.
Elements For A HealthierElements For A Healthier

Life MagazineLife Magazine is a life is a life
enhancing magazineenhancing magazine

encouraging readers toencouraging readers to
explore ways to balanceexplore ways to balance

the work place,the work place,
relationships, spiritualityrelationships, spirituality

and body movement –and body movement –
health and wellness goeshealth and wellness goes
beyond the food we eat. beyond the food we eat. 

  
Share your knowledgeShare your knowledge
gained and the wisdomgained and the wisdom
from your experiences.from your experiences.

You could help someoneYou could help someone
looking for guideance orlooking for guideance or

a new favorite recipe. a new favorite recipe. 
  

Life is an amazingLife is an amazing
adventure; it was neveradventure; it was never
intended to be lived inintended to be lived in

gray-scale.gray-scale.
  
  

Thank you for joining us on this journey.  We look forward to our next issue.
Please visit the Become A Contributor to submit your articles and stories.

We welcome unpublished and professional writers.
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